


ballet evergreen

to the wind's choreography 
a dance impromptu matures 
in a premiere of movement 
under direction of Sun.

“Margaret Parry
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The Faustian Walker

If the Promethean species of universal scientist and natural 
philosopher were still conceivable--one whose Gargantuan life 
encapsuled all phases of our culture--he would stand at about the 
age of retirement, looking back to a Leonardo morning of discovery, 
a Bruno outbreak, scaling the flaming ramparts of the v/orld, a 
productive maturity where Newtonian systematic power built like 
thunderheads of afternoon toward a storm-involvement whose atomic 
lightnings threaten both the knower and the known. No wonder, as 
sunset dilates a clearing sky, if our doom-singed seeker is ready 
to retire. But what can he do? Hardly take to tennis or golf, 
submitting his high will to the accidents of a ball. The exercise 
he needs is also of mind and soul addicted to the fervor of infinite 
reach. Is not walking the prime pursuit where such energy can 
expend itself without endangering the globe?

I, nearing sixty, arthritis and housemaid's knee inherited 
from my mother, my father's gout, fanned by bad wine, killing my 
big toes, the stiff muscles of a scholar's calling--philosophy, 
the poesis of unbounded knowledge, clamoring in the name of fame 
for more time than is left me (though posterity, as Byron says, 
disown the bright reversion)--what possible claim could keep this 
usurped spirit and gravev/ard body trained on the life-consuming 
zeal of walking? Against the lure of so many creative loves, it 
wants more, as years close in, than the need of exercise; asks myths 
as strong as those that would bind me to fireside, book and pen. 
Mortals who expect to saunter (Thoreau's pilgrims) all the v/ay, 
should hunt myths early.

As I grew up I noticed that my family were all fat, my father, 
brother and sister by nature, my mother, who had loved the woods 
in her hill childhood, by entrainment in the columned South and 
overstuffing. I began at once to diet, but my leanness (for which 
they poked my ribs and told me to eat) did not assure strength; 
we were all housebound except as the Willys Knight touring car took 
us places. Indeed, there was not much to walk to around the Queen 
City of the Yazoo-Mississippi Delta but cottonfields, or far-off, 
the briar-choked barrier of swamp woods.

It was two myths that opened tv/o natural zones: Tom and Huck, 
that river booming past the town; Edgar Rice Burroughs, the ape-man 
trees. The cult of fitness fed on those myths. I looked in the 
mirror for the Tarzan-Atlas shape, and it wasn't there. I nabbed 
iron bars from the boiler-works, pressed them daily, did pushups, 
ran a mile, swam where possible, practiced leaps on rope swings



or from branch to branch—all that on an athlete's diet, no sweets 
at all, from about twelve until I went to college at sixteen.
Which also cut off the Huck Finn stealth of exploring the river, 
finding out what was possible, how to swim a log to the bars and 
wooded island belov/ town.

Meanwhile summers had tied the call of nature to mountains 
and woods. Especially after the '27 flood, when my father had to 
stick to the law-office, he sent us with my mother to Ureka Springs, 
where she revived the pantheistic delights of her youth, v/alking 
paths that led from spring to spring in those limestone valleys.
It was there, at thirteen, that I learned I could walk, or run 
at a lopsided lope, on and on, for miles, without getting tired.

Though one more myth, of ancestry, came from my father's side.
My grandmother told us (and I guess it was more factual than those 
forbears of the spirit Yeats found for himself) that Daniel Boone 
v/as her great-great-uncle. So I justify the compulsion to guide 
loves through wide stretches of woods and mountains, remembering 
that Bingham picture of Uncle Dan taking pioneers through Cumberland 
Gap, the backwoods madonna on the horse, the men walking; I reach 
for the woman's rein, saying, "It's the call of my blood."

Until college I had not been handicapped by a fondness for 
studies. At Virginia Gargantua's advice: "Somme que je voy un 
abysme de science," took hold of me. Now a stronger spring of action 
was required than Tarzan, however in the Untamed his Bosch vendetta 
raced him through upper terraces from the West Coast birthplace 
clear across the continent. I began to memorize the freshman 
poetry anthology, starting with "Tintern Abbey":

And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy 
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime 
Of something far more deeply interfused.
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns. . . .

And there were the Ragged Mountains, stretching away south, 
old trails of the mountains people in the exodus of the Depression 
almost abandoned--trails that would wake twenty years afterward 
from a dream of "Bloodroot":

I v/alk them in my sleep, those woodland trails 
Of the Ragged Mountains. . .

However buried in work I would steal off twice a week to stride 
the paths or run pathlessly, up to twenty miles in an afternoon, 
drinking from streams, shouting 'jTintern Abbey" to the glades:

' I cannot paint
What then I was. The sounding cataract 
Haunted me like a passion: the tall rock.
The mountains and the deep and gloomy wood. . .



That inclination led me to Thoreau, where my mother had worshipped 
before. So another and closer mythic link was forged. How could 
I have sustained the Faust-study lucubrations ("Verfluchtes dumpfes 
Mauerloch") of years abroad, heaping myself with languages, poetry, 
music, arts, under the stained-glass vaults of Gothic; and afterwards 
teaching through the Second War in Iowa and then Princeton and 
God knows where, insatiable for all bookish lore--how have kept 
alive the drive to scale rocks, leap streams, race all seasons 
through whatever woods--v/ithout the American beckoning of the 
Walden sage?

My instinct tells me that my head is an organ for burrow
ing, as some creatures use their snout and forepaws, 
and with it I would mine and burrow my way through these 
hills. . .

And while Thoreau and Emerson do not mention the fact, Haw
thorne was aware that the forest in the place Hester and Dimmes- 
dale will meet in a flood of gold. When Faust becomes walker,
Gretchen and Helen take turns in the woods. As Walther von der 
Vogelweide wreathed smiling Minne in flowers ("Under der linden/ 
an der heide"):

Under the lime-tree 
On the moor
Where we made our bed together.
You will find there 
Grass and flowers
Broken, which for love were gathered.
Before the forest in a vale 
Tandaradei
Sweetly sang the nightingale.

The high-born lady who came to him was no more single than Isolde 
or the carved Uta of Naumberg, but one of Aucassin's "fair gentle 
ladies who have two or three lovers along with their noble lords."
Who knows, if Paola and Francesca had kissed v/here the pine-groves 
of Chiassi gather the sound of the scirocco, they might not have 
been stabbed by the envious brother. Our very prophet of freedom, 
Blake, shrined the three-fold kiss, against the jealousy of Ulro, 
in the "little lovely moony night" of Beulah. Nor can charity 
of the flesh, in or out of wedlock, more find its ov/n, then in the 
beech-grove, pine-fragrant, cinquefdil-and-blueberry beds of the 
residual earth.

Give me a bower of willows.
Of moss and leaves unbought.
And fresh Amaryllis. . .

For the oldest myth of all is Eden. £



— Here I skip the details of sainte-terring through more lives 
than the nine of a cat; I come to the present, in which I have 
the fortune (for all arthritic, gouty and other twinges) of tv^o 
houses, one in Santa Fe, under the national Forests of the Sangre 
de Cristo range, the other in San Cristobal, crowning the dwindling 
Maya selva of the altipianos of Chiapas. --

How will walking satisfy our retired tragic hero?
Give him a day alone in the selva, rock ridges cropping like 

atolls from a leafy sea; let him push the animate machine, as in 
old days he would have pressed the throttle of the Futurist racing 
car, toward the verge of pain. To that total exercise add the 
dimension of touch, our sensuous being engaged as nowhere else 
(only skin-diving off a coral reef, blue gulfs, fans and fish, 
comparable); lay on textures and sights, brushed leaves and moss, 
then sounds, v;inds, waters, birds, one trunk groaning on another; 
these are the channeled senses, buried brottier giants prying tfirough 
chinks of the skull cave; now rouse the archetypal giant himself, 
the perceiving inner space the couples with earth's mother forms -- 

the Natural Bridge, that topology of Chiapas limestone one 
could almost describe in differential equations: tv/o pasture 
surfaces sloping down left and right, scooped to a facing stream; 
a median saddled to a wooded arch joined to forest cliffs beyond; 
beneath, perforating the pile and linking the scooped bowls, a 
great stalactite cave through which the stream flows. Let him 
stand, radical touch possessing those receptive curves --

And not sense only--mind too searching the manifold of causal 
complements. As Garnantua wrote his son:

For knowledge of the works of nature, let there be no 
sea, river or fountain of which you do not know the 
fishes, all fowls of the air, trees and shrubs of the 
forest, plants of the earth, metals hid in its bowels.
. . . let me see thee a bottomless pit of knowledge.

It is almost the job of a lifetime to learn the mushrooms of one 
forest. Our natural Alexander is everywhere confronted with infin
ite worlds; his triumphant wish (as Bruno said: "Who in himself 
sees all things, is all things") to reproduce that multidimensional 
matrix in the creased and sutured space of consciousness.

Confronted in Chiapas with the start of this task, afternoons, 
after grappling with the remoter symbols on my desk, I took to 
the wooded plateaus spread on all sides around the town, criss
crossed with Indian trails, market routes, charcoal-burners' tracks 
leading up hills toward rain-forest summits, to peter out in a terrain 
so bad v/e called it dog-trap, our yellow cur balked by sinkholes 
of flint-sharp limestone pocketed where rains made leaf-acid, all 
matted with thorn, madron, gnarled oak, with those piercing yuccas, 
the wild maguey of the sierras; though if you tortured through, you 
v/ould find on the downward slope another machete-wielders path.



winding in part maybe where you wanted to go. It was in this upland 
of sink-drainage, ridges endlessly v/affled, from soaring pine to 
oak to dog-trap, the valley's sink-holes too, collapsed cave systems, 
first ponds, now pastures, deserted, or where a frightened Indian 
v/oman grazed sheep, her loom strapped to a tree at the forest edge, 
or sometimes a cornfield under a thatched hut—a country so settled 
that any water you drank would fill you with amoeba, yet strangely 
wild, unexplored, and no map available—

It was there that I faced the necessity, just to find my v/ay 
around, or charting the corrugations in my head. I found head would 
not do. I had to scratch a paper with telltale marks. For weeks 
I counted as I paced, holding a compass and plotting my trajectory 
on a folded packet-page. At once the power of the Name appeared.
For a while I could not tell place from place, the successions 
alike. Only when I sought landmarks and wrote them down: "corn- 
well valley", "soaring-pine hill", "split-tree fork", were things 
clarified, as if forever. Then the shirt I wore v/ent to wash, with 
the precious wad of papers. I thought my science lopped off--Pro- 
spero without his magic. But I found, as I guided visitors to the 
Natural Arch of the Caves of Light, that the map had fixed the 
name-bearing features also in me.

Of course, the Platonic dilemma vyould arise, the rift between 
our flux and the eternal forms. A year later, hunting for my land
mark of Soaring-pine Hill, it was forced upon me: Chamula hand
lumbering had yielded to trucks and chain-sawa from industrial 
Mexico. I climbed to the summit, Platonically unbelieving. The 
whole ridge v/as a tangle of mud-ripped road, through stumps, saw
dust, pine-toppings.

Where I had been pretending Western virality, grown mischievous 
to the world, might be deployed in a sort of v/alking titanically 
fired to action, thought and love, that the reachings of our mani- 
pular brain might grow as benign as the contemplative play of the 
no less cerebral porpoise, in the knowable vast of water, feeling 
out the contours of the real.

Perhaps the earlier hammer-blows of the Western Fist (German 
Faust) have upset the nature into v/hich we thought he might retire.
As the motorbikes of slogan capitalism batter down all laws barring 
the pack-trails of the wilderness. I have no answer but to leave 
the trails. Not even the know-how of our Ford has produced a buggy 
that will take the outcrop spurs and cliff-arroyas of the embattled 
sierra. There is still some truth in what Robinson Jeffers said: 
"corruption/ Never has been compulsory, when the cities lie at the 
monster's feet there are left the mountains."

I believe of trails, as Thoreau (pushing Jefferson) did of 
governments: "That trail is:the best which is no trail at all." 
Whatever cleaves the visual round--aspen, pine, moor or tundra-- 
into the lobes so apposite to the brain that any painting, from a 
forest to the courts of heaven, gets organized around such a per- 
spectival alleyway, invokes Pound's anti-cry: "Aquinas' map not 
valid now."

Let our Faust leave trails as soon as he is able, sail by dead



reckoning through an unpolarized variety luring the eye in every 
direction toward amorphous polyvalences; since, as Melville knew, 
the encounter of soul and nature abides in pathlessness, "shoreless 
as God." Must not the retirement-play for that infinite seeker 
Marx saw in "f-taney-Bags", pursue the search, fight fire with fire?

If there is a satanic compact in this myth, it is the old one 
whose foreclosure we wish to delay. And of course the prevate in
indenture each walker subscribes to in his body's blood. Pushing 
the scree and cliffside of a slope, lungs gulping, heart stretched, 
joints twinging—we wait our time. But if we had shunned the 
lightning heights, laid low, our chapel bell bim-bam-bimming? —
This fantastical puff paste v/ould still dissolve. Rather quote the 
Icarus poem Tansillo wrote and Bruno applied:

Fendi sicur le nubi, e muor' contento,
Se'l ciel si illustra morte ne destina.

Hold secure to the clouds and calmly die.
Content if heaven allow a death so high.

"Be it life or death," said Thoreau, "we seek only reality."
But shrewdly.
In our wilderness Wordsworth's rule does not quite hold:

And should the guide I choose
Be nothing better than a wandering cloud,
I cannot miss my way.

(No v/onder that night under the Simplon he could not tell by 
the moon if it was midnight or near dawn.)

Last year a hunter in the Pecos, off with the first sun from 
his party, to meet by evening at the camp on the Cowles road, was 
caught in the first snowstorm, v/andered here and there, from the 
open ponderosa ridge got shunted into a canyon. It too v/ould have 
led him out, but they tear the flesh with brush and windfalls and 
sap the morale, winding on forever. He gave up finally, sat down 
in the snow and froze, less that a mile from the road. So the first 
rule is never stop. If only the world were that simple.

And for our mountains we have maps. A walker's trade is to 
read contours so synthetically that he always knows about where he 
is. Given that, let him follow all the clouds he pleases--velocity, 
always a little lost, but under a drive that is continually reest
ablishing the course.

Not long ago a student who had been a hiker came back from a 
lowland year at the sin-pots of Texas. He wanted to climb Truchas. 
We drove to Borego Flats and started. From there and back is as 
much as anybody needs in a day. We made the middle peak up a trail- 
less ridge that was all rock spines jagged up and down. That tired 
him out. I thought to ease the return by plunging down through the 
cirque and back to contour to the Borego ridge. But the steep 
contouring made it worse than the way we came. He dragged on, moan
ing we should sit down for God's sake and rest. As we toiled back



to the ridge, a colossal thunderhead broke, whitening the ground 
and pelting our heads with huge hail. I v/aited; he tottered tov/ard 
me. A bolt of blinding light hit a tree not ten yards away. When 
a tree is wet the charge sears a scar-path down the bark to the 
ground. If the bark is dry, as in this hail, the lightning strikes 
into the phloem, vaporizes it, and blows the trunk to pieces. With 
the crash of a blockbuster this pine exploded all around us.

In the delight of knowing myself alive, visited by a god whose 
backside, under seeming threat, blazed hairbreadth blessing (spared, 
and with a gambler's hunch not two such in one day), I raised my 
fact in instant laughter to the sky.

Only to realize that my companion was falling, had absolutely 
stretched his lubber's length on the icy ground. "My God, I've 
killed a student." I rushed to him. He v/as not even stunned.
Ready to give up and lie down anyway—the blast had rolled him like 
a ninepin.

What was left of the day and into the dark, as I coaxed him 
back to the car, crashing towards Venus at last through branches 
and brush in what he took for desperate straying, I thought: "If 
we had lugged food and bedding, like the tortoise under the house 
of his needs, we could have made camp anywhere and left the car for 
another day." We would have been freed, but at the paradox of what 
bondage. Why not get a motor-camper and call it home-from-home?

If Faust walks, he tries not to change his free spirit into 
a pack-ass. If you have to back-pack, do it; but for my kind of 
v/alking, follow Tarzan through the trees, or the boy Viordsworth: 
like a roe... over mountains... by deep rivers and lonely streams. .

I drink from those streams; in dry country enough at one to 
last me half a day to another. I begrudge carrying any more food 
than a few nuts or an apple, and that picked if possible by a ruin 
lost in a valley; then up again to the rock ridges.

You may ask how a Faustian v^alker, seldom packing, coming 
home at night to the other calling, can reach out, as he must, to 
explore new ground. The answer is the demon pace I hold. I will 
even drive to a starting place, though it defiles my aim; and I 
have made shuttle-walks, where a friend takes a car to one side 
of the mountains, I to another; we strike across country, meeting 
midway to change keys, and so double our reach by stretching the 
roundtrip into a line.

As Huck Finn says; "Miss Watson took snuff, but that was all 
right because she done it herself." The socializing of woodsports 
is the menace. With housing and enclosure, sometimes the only 
wilderness access is by paved roads to hideously cropped industri
alized ski-bowls. My rule is to lurk like a thief, dodge, and leap 
fences. Who has the right to tell me where to enter my domain?

All winter, east of Santa Fe, when the high ski-basin is choked 
with snow and commerce, the south facing slopes between Atalaya and 
Baldy, with the ponderosa valleys of Canyada Corral, Arroyo Hondo, 
Apache Canyon, run dovm, sun-thawed, toward Glorieta Pass. Circum
vent whatever housing barriers are being erected; make it as fast 
as you can up the 2000 feet of Atalaya--!ess if you take the north 
shoulder or the saddle to the south. It is the Purgatory ascent in



Dante. Over that crest the city disappears; east are the valleys 
and ridges; the Earthly Paradise begins on Atalaya: "la divina for- 
esta spessa e viva", everywhere olfactory of pine and cedar. You 
will have it alone; or if a meeting is planned, it will not be in- 
terrupted--for I do not alv/ays hold with Marvel:

Two Paradises ' tv/ere in one
To live in Paradise alone.

And look, today we are lucky; threading summer lupen through 
russet trunks and weatherings of red granite of this remote pine- 
ridge, comes the woman who lives in an enclave of Apache Canyon.
She and her husband built a windowed octagon of stone and logs; 
he v/as killed in a plane; she stays most of the year with her chil
dren, rides to town for supplies—the only one you will meet in this 
forest—like the pioneer mother Dan Boone leads to the "dark and 
bloody ground." What can one do but turn and v/alk v/ith her, as if 
to show her a trail she does not know, taking her horse by the rein, 
for all the world like grand-uncle Boone. Then down in the dusk, 
crashing the branches that always take their revenge.

Last v/eek I led a girl, poet, half Chinese, half Dutch, round 
a circuit of soaring ridges and bristling rock-hung valleys. To 
clear the branches as heedlessly as her beauty required trebled 
the backlash of the woods. I reached home with my upper lip ripped 
in what one of my grand-daughters calls a bloody hurt. They v/ere 
there, wife, children, grand-children. "0 Daddy," they said, and 
"0 Granddaddy—what happened to you?" I pointed to the v/onder of 
the smilina poet Mei-mei. "I kissed her. and she bit me."

Her face indeed had the shadowed curves and moldings of the 
world mind must alv/ays love and feel.

—Charles Bell



Cannery Row jazz

crippled, cardboard,calloused men on Cannery Row
sv/eep up Satchmo's saucy sorrow
in rising rounds of rum and rye,
and drink deep depressions dry .

with distant dreams that refuse to die.

-E.I.

I have cared too long for other dreams,
I cannot care again.
For ancient books have I cared too long.
And motely-coated men.

I have sung with voices net my own 
and seen with vanished light.
For silent eyes have I danced too long;
I do not dance tonight.

I have played on stages of the past 
With puppets born as men.
Their painted hearts have I loved too long; 
I must not love again.

—Carol Highsaw



Two Poems In vnionesque Form

Le Pgbat du coeur et de Ttme de Theriault

"Qu'est ce que j'oy?" "Ce suis je." "Qui?" "Ton cuer, 
Qui ne tient mais qu'^ ung petit filet,

(Francois Villon)
I thirst," "Then drink some vinegar again."
"Again?" "Your loves have soured to vinegar 
Consistently. You are a sponge of vin
egar on lance's point, you gently bear 
A bitterness to your own lips ajar.
You multiply your thirst." "All that I can 
Is love." "Your loves have not been all you can.
All of your loves have been for v/omen or 
Yourself. Nor should your love be for a man.
(By sailing dreams I'll ask you. Can they moor?)"

"But you, my soul, say where I must begin.
Whom must I love? Your vision must be clear."
"I say the highest love you can attain 
Is that of God." "I'd love an avatar;
But tell me how to love a God not near,"
"He's near in Christ," "Who died, a slaughtered yean
ling, leaving us. You've only dreamt him, wan.
Upon a cross. These answers are a door 
That opens on your hollowness." "I mean.
By sailing dreams, to ask you. Can they moor?

I sensed my God in all, and tried to chain 
Him in the things I knew; He'd disappear.
He fled my grasp, so I declared Him slain;
He came again to mock so weak a bar.
Like Maenad-hunted Pentheus, I fear."
"And you want me to love him first, to span 
The thirsty gorge from us to God. I can
Not cross myself. I'm not a Christ, and for
My loves I seek what's near, however mean."
"By sailing dreams I asked you. Can they moor?

Prince Jesus, whom we do not know, and lean 
Away from, living by remains from lean
And wasted vines, fearing to more than glean.
We pray: Tu solus redemptor, or....
—A prayer afloat. Gethsemane began 
Our kinship through the bitter cup—began.
By sailing dreams we ask you. Can they moor?"



Chanson; A Genesis of Joy

Enjoy a brief descent from gloom to gloom.
The stiffened sweep of seagull's wings can't be, 
hovering over the waters, sign of glee, 
since huddled feathers feel no sun; the plume 
salient at wingtip still half-hides. Assume 
your own undaunted bright periptery, 
enjoy a brief descent!
We can be gulled from our glad contrast, tomb 
with sun, by umbrous sacred ecstasy, 
or spiral, seagull's feathers broken free 
and luciferous, alone at last to spume;
Enjoy our brief descent.

—Michael Theriault



The old man sat by the window, •
Waiting.
Catching a glimpse of a flitting shadow.
He squinted his deep, intense eyes in hope 
Of seeing the black ghost darting among the trees.

The old man gazed towards the edge of the v/oods.
Watching.
The shadow left no mark as it glided 
Among the snow-laden trees near the cabin.
He saw it moving, hesitant to come into the open.

The old man sat by his now opened window.
Listening.
There was an absence of the bright chirping of birds.
Missing also were the creaks and groans of the trees.
An uneasy, dark silence hovered over the green and white forest.

The old man slumped in his chair.
Dying.
The formless, depthless shadow was at the window.
Seeming satisfied, it departed from the cabin.
As if on cue, the birds resumed their chirping.

-Scott Hurray





The Queen's Escape

I

Rocks shatter the window 
And a shard of glass 
Pierces the queen's heart.
The white scab.
Grown there long ago 
To hide an ancient wound 
Bursts
And her blood 
Plunges to the floor.
Seven crystal knives 
Stab her shrunken heart.
Ripping the robe 
From her frozen body.
Ftourning and weeping.
She turns her eyes 
To the floor 
Where,
From the scarred linoleum.
Thorny stalks are pushing 
Toward the light.
Her blood fathering 
The seeds
Of so many old flov/ers.
In the silence and the stillness 
Of her cell 
She watches
The stalks leaf and flower.
Until the room reeks of roses.
She plucks a petal
And trails it along her arm.
Now bare of its paint.
Blood runs into her mouth.
She licks red from her lips.
Sniffs red at her feet.
Shivers red on her arm.
And turns her eyes again 
To the red flowering in her heart. 
The queen rushes to the window 
And squints at the sunset.
Which burns what glass 
The rock has left intact.
Suddenly she laughs.
Naked, bleeding.
She opens her mouth 
To the sunset fire 
And with flaming v/ords.
She howls her laughter 
To the world.

II

When her cousin 
Came to her cell that night 
To pick up the queen's 
Daily output of promises.
She found fire and blood.
Torn clothes.
Trampled petals
And footprints on the window sill. 
She gasped to see such filth 
In the queen's beloved prison;
But in spite of her upturned eyes. 
She could not deny 
The strange itching 
In her womb.

-—Carol Highsaw
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Wormwood

Old wood 
Musty
with memories
It has seen my father's mother 
and her mother 
It has Age.

Stripping away the 
sticky 
old
black varnish 

I see the wood itself 
It must be preserved, 
a new coat of varnish 
over old wood 
makes it new again 
When it sees my son 
Will he do as I have done?

With loving care 
Old wood 
Never dies.

-Kathie Goff

Ruined Church

The shattered stained glass
Lies on the floor like jewel, covered with dust.
It seems as though the windows fell of themselves,
Like dying birds.
Noiselessly,
Fall hushed by feathers
That spread and touch the air
All down the length of their slow descent.
As if their flashing skulls
Had never split the blue air of the heights.
The pieces of glass 
Lie all along the benches.
They powder the aisles
And lie like shrieks along the altar stone—
While the cold and fog-laced morning air 
Drifts over the violated windowsills.
And blanket over blanket of pale light 
Coats the haunted stubble of the floor,
A red sliver

(Fragment of a saint's passion?)
Long and brilliant as an arrow.
Has sliced my bare foot.
My rusty-colored blood, in hesitant and scattered spots 
Leaves its trace down the length of the faded carpet.



The Party 
or

Lust is the necessity from which 
an populational copulation ensues •

It was a party. All of the quests were there, even those who 
weren't. There was music, and the dance. And of those who danced 
there v/ere the cocks and the falcons, the cocks protecting, fighting 
to retain what was theirs, the falcons seeking to seize what was ^ 
free. The chicks, unsuspecting, or perhaps even more than suspecting,
led the dance, provided the fare.

Among them all there was a man who was not sure. As the people 
went off, off to a night of warm luxury, of lust devoured, he stood
by, waiting. « ^ .

'If I wait here long enough, I may get lucky. And then again,
I may get nothing, or at least nothing I want. What the hell am 
I doing here, anyway? I should leave now, before it gets dangerous.'

Still the dance drifted on, past the minutes and hours which 
flowed incoherently like the alcohol, spinning a web with time that 
could not be unwoven. The crowd thinned, the quests, joined together, 
departed.

'I need something tonight. I need love, I need to have someone 
that I can hold, speak softly to, call my love. But who would believe 
it? I look like any other jerk out for a screw.'

Drawn to the movement of bodies, the v/arm, liquid motion, he 
joined the whirling dance. Head in a v/hirl, he imagined himself to 
be the falcon among vultures. He had a choice, or so he thought, 
and one with his relentless desire, he chose to swoop. Pure falcon, 
diving in speed from on high, diving from grace and sun-girdled 
heights, into the maelstrom of seething desire you scream and burn, 
only to become human.

'This one's got a hold on me. Can I get her up to my place.
Is she anything more than a pleasure, a desire answered? Damn!
What right have I to ask? Am I anything more than that to her?
Why am I doing this? What am I doing here?'

As his intellect churned within, a house divided, an army of 
emotion overwhelmed his mentality. In a blind rage of passion he 
put forth the proposition, to the girl who had stirred his loins, by
chance, he thought. , ...14.

But it was late, he was refused. As passion founded in lust 
was given time to cool, emotion once again succumbed to intellect.
He held a crumpled piece of paper to the v^ashed-out light, and on 
the scrap of paper v/as a number, a foreshadowing of trouble to come. 
Freely given, freely taken. A drunken acceptance, a sober abhorence. 
What was it that gnawed at his mind? That something that was beyond 
rationalization, beyond control? He shivered, involuntarily.

So it was failure, the failure of immediate loss. But was it 
failure? For the falcon had plunged only in dream. The night would 
be cold, vet internally v/arm. The morning would come alone, yet 
secure in that loneliness. And the falcon v/ould once again climb 
and regain its sun-brigfitened gloss of purity.

--Bruce Cooley



I have tried to be some glib fool 
humoring the room, going on a tour 
of an oracular shrine and laughing 
at the vespers, carving my intials 
young, a simple mental way to laugh, 
to stay in the back room v,or king deals, 
refusing the voluptuous kiss of penitence, 
pushing through the halls, shocked guests, 
foreigners, useless American tools;
You are simply shattered.
Brocken glass, spindling light to spears;
each glance an anomaly, defying laws of refraction,
full of other vision, shards of the past
swept with clamoring dust, sharp finality,
busted out windows of cold hopeless homes
that gave men character but they are lost;
reflection rules us, hard to unsay;
my heart, dark sea, and galley slaves,
rowing not knowing the course of the empire;
when should I leave? tired of history,
I would sleep in restaurants with piles of food; 
put up chairs, thaw tomorrow's fish, a delicate mess. 
You are cooking; leavened with spices of 
absurdity of boredom, colorless substances with 
sensuous anticipation.
With some things you get better in time 
with some time betters them, not us; 
just a touch of humility, gentleness, 
and what would become of it?
We'‘have always known how to lie,
what faces tell the truth,
what in its ov/n good time is truth,
and what ruthless dreams tear loose;
the last movement of a kiss,
that touch,the way you soothed
all senseless insensitive mystery.
These questions only cut me, and clear 
no path to things so dear.
Is all that is left of empathy;
the bare roads of unconsciosness are strewn
with flowers, bits of hair, and leaves rustling,
jewelry and bloody things
immersed in remorse,
submerged nations,washed out bridges,
the rational dead end of tormented tracks
oh it is so hot and speech leaves us —-
Your eyes look silver,lapis, and ivory;
coins and v/ater and dice,
tin and ice and plaster
and sky and stars and night.

—Greg McReynolds



Colored Sounded Movement

My thoughts are stolen— 
even as I vainly try 
to muse upon the lines he read, 

what capture my thoughts, instead, 
are the movements...

the sv/aying of his mammoth frame, 
his hand firmly grasping the podium's smooth edge 
the muscles rippling tersely upon his jaws, 
the sweeping locks along his broad forehead 

(that bright red forehead of which I was in awe), 
his blue-green laughing eyes, 
the laughing folds of skin flowing back and forth 
his voice--

rich, broad and reassuring music, 
music of a velvet breath, 
flowing, pausing, moving up and down.

I am lifted—
an autumn leaf
floating in the soft arms of a soft wind,
rising and gently falling,
settling into other realms... ^

I am caught,
stirred up into crowded spaces, 
into worlds of old and new 
worlds of colored sounded movement, 
worlds of poetry.

—Jordan Faerman

SUNRISE

I woke to the anticipation 
Each mornina's stillness carries.
Felt the first breath in the frozen calm.
Wind commencing one grass blade's daily dance. 
Wondered at the gesture in that 
Del icate animation.

-Emily Smith



Swifts see too much in an evening burst up the sky
Their wings pulse like hearts into night, afraid
Whey see a river of hammered copper
Walk through darkening mesas
What speech is there for such long ways to go
For histories as large as a single day
It is too hard for me. I am frozen by such visions
I live in small spaces waiting
For the names of flowers to grov/ in the blue grama
It is the fly's compound eye I need
To see a moment is enough
For many languages to plant themselves like filaree
To remember that a story is best
Which neither begins nor ends past one's sight

This summer is steel 
Wind like the edge of the sun's blade 
Peeling the skins off of us 
Cottonvwod leaves like nerves chattering 
Grasses collapsed in the early pyres 
Which blaze each afternoon 
Little angers rekindling, burning 
Fast burning pale in the last light

Roots of trees now must go deep 
To find common blood 
Between us a sky plays 
Its ov/n games, humorless 
Earnest cruel child who tears 
Flowers apart, kicks over ant hills 
Pulls our heads off 
And throws them away

Susu Knight



Hephaestus Before tlie Battle

I shall paint pictures of my heart upon a shield and go forth to do 
battle with myself. Ugly, one-legged, I shall beat the gold into the bronze, 
hs Ares and Eros have beaten strife and love into my bones and the three 
spinning sisters have sev/n courage into my sinews. Self-creator, I am this 
cripple, hurled from heaven for my unabated desire for beauty, lamed and left 
in a dark place beneath the earth to rape beauty from protesting metal. With 
the cripple's fear, the prisoner's rage, and the lover's sorrow, I have fab
ricated Achilles, who is the man I would the gods had created me. It is as 
Achilles that the gods look at me, for they fear the roaring of my forge and 
the screaming of my hammer. It is as Achilles that I show myself to men,for 
I despise their scorn and their horror. And for my beauty and: my courage, 
they have kinged me, though I have pitched my tent far from their camp, f do 
not like the company of men. I hate the company of gods. The gods robbed me of 
the one prize I wanted — gentle Aphrodite. I wished to lose myself in her and 
for this I was cast down from Olympus, cast down just as she and I were begin
ning to turn in ecstacy. They told me I could trace beauty's image onto dead 
things, but never again touch her face. And now, when men try to steal mv 
prizes won in v/ar, my anger is beyond words, for never again shall I be humil
iated because I loved. Thus Briseus, who in the greyblue light before dawn 
looks a little like Aphrodite, sits beside me in my tent.

Of Patrod us, few words. As Achilles, work of art, I am imperfect. The 
rage, the fear, and the sorrow of my maker(myself,Hephaestus artist) are in me. 
They are the thin golden lines upon the shield, the lines which are nearly 
invisible because they have been beaten so deep into the metal. The rage, the 
fear, and the sorrow sent Patroclus into battle; the prisoner, the cripple, 
and the lover tried to fit him to my armor; the artist tried to steal his soul 
and pay him with my own.

But that is over. I no longer grieve. I am beyond passion now, for I 
must act. I must walk upon the stage, lance the Trojan who wears my mask,and 
finish the drama properly by falling on my own sword. They v/ill not see it 
happen. They will see only my lance, turning ecstatically in the air. They 
will watch my victim fall, but not see him die; for they think him to be Hector 
yet he is but Hephaestus hidden by another mask.When the deed blinds them with 
its brightness, I shall creep away, off-stage, and become again the cripple by 
bSs forge.

And when I return to my cave, to my dark place beneath the earth, I 
shall have next to me a shield upon which I have painted pictures of my heart.

—Carol Highsaw



Seasons

The spell-cast freeze breakSi 
the Winter melts.
Anxious buds appear, the hungry 
are ready to feast 
on the sun's piercing rays, 
and gray transforms to green.
Aroused by life's noise,
I shake off my protective cloak 
and feel the hearts stir about me.
The crackle of growth 
resounds off the clearing sky 
and birth fills the scented air- 
vitality speaks!
I
run, I 
dance, I 
Spring!

Exuberant Spring 
subsides into a mellow 
savoring of motherland's juices, 
and greens fuse with blues fuse 
with yellows.
I silently observe, 
reflect, and listen with closed eyelids 
to the season of repose and undetected ripening. 
Hazy, humid thoughts 
and lazy slumber 
are suspended in the shade of 
Summer.

Smooth, languid in the milky 
film of summer's dream,
I wake suddenly.
Cry,
a bird calls out, 
saying goodbye.
He parts for a warmer hearth 
and I, unable to take flight, 
v.'istfully v;atch his image fade 
against a graying sky.
Seeking warmth of my own,
I turn over slowly, peering at the umbrella 
above me which heaves a silent sigh.



...and then bury myself 
in the newly laid blanket of scarlet leaves. 
Autumn.

The mute cold 
creeps across the cracks 
of leaves and bark; 
a crouched panther crushing 
Autumn beneath its feet, 
threatening to turn life into 
a temporary statue.
Nestled, warm, on the mantlepiece 
of earth's churning fireplace, 
my fears of the numbing ice 
are assuaged.
Secure
--the rhythmic pulse of thee 
soil's unfathomed core 
beating against my breast—
I gaze out at the enchanted snow feather forest of 
Winter.

E.I.

Blow winds.
Blow vnnd' s 
Sand stars
Aimlessly, endlessly across 
Vision's
Crumbling sandstone.
Demons rise in dust,
Point to where the 
Saguaro blooms.
Snakes evaporate in the eagle's claws.
Day is a tomb of heat and squealing rodents; 
Night a lake foul with stars.
Beneath the saguaro's shadow 
Dreams gasp in barren labor:
The thirsty tree drinks tainted
Blood and 
Blooms.

-Margaret Parry



/
There is an old man v/ho lives in the mountains outside of town. 
His companions are a doq, past his puppyhood,
A walking-stick, weathered and gray,
And a dull, beaten, old-fashioned bicycle.
His clothes, too, are old, and his tiny house,
And the earth where he raises his vegetables.

He found once a woman who gave him ease.
But long since he has laid her in the mountains.
His children have gone to the cities.
Now he scolds the birds for their sakes — yet
There hand here and there on the walls
The crayoned houses and stick men of days gone by.

Not a day passes when he cannot be seen climbing 
Somewhere among the boulders and sage and evergreens.
He spends many hours, they say, pouring over old, yellowed books. 
Books full of wisdom. He is a carpenter.
For the rich man's children he makes cradles;
For the poor, Christmas toys.

He comes to the town to buy lumber and, on Sundays,
To kneel in the house of the Lord.
He is dark, and his hair is wild like a lion's mane.
But for these occasions he is clean and handsomely dressed.
What does he pray for, the mender of fences.
The flyer of kites, the star-gazer, the quiet one?
I only knov/ that I have caught him smiling at the wind.

Stella



DIRTY HANDS

Friday.

"You understand, SeTior Orison, that the Catholic Alliance 
is above politics. We vn'll not stand by while these atheistic 
communists curtail our religious liberty, but we cannot side with 
any party."

"Of course," said Orison. Having Hugenot ancestors, he could 
never get enthusiastic when Catholics campaigned for religious free
dom, particularily in countries like this one where the Church had 
retained nearly all the power it had held during the middle ages.
"But my government judges by results. Religious liberty can only 
be achieved through political action. There must be more demonstra
tions."

"But it is not easy to arrange demonstrations at this time.
There is much support for the President among the workers. He moves 
slowly; it is difficult to find causes to protest."

"Start the demonstrations, and the causes will supply them
selves. When they are challenged, the President and his followers 
will drop pretense. The President's support among the workers will 
vanish when the inflation rises."

"But the inflation has only risen one percent."
"For now. But the President's policies will plunge this country 

into economic chaos as a prelude to his assuming emergency powers.
Then you will witness the closing of the churches, the rounding-up 
of patriotic citizens."

"Yes. We shall have a large demonstration next week. And the 
money?"

"It will be paid into the same account."
"That is well. Many thanks, Serfor Orison."
"I merely do my duty." ^
"That is a great deal, SerTor. Amid all this atheism and 

v/orldliness, too few take their Christian duty seriously. Adios."
It was my duty as an unrecognized representative of my govern

ment which I meant, thought Orison, but what the hell. His mouth 
craved a cigarette. He looked up at strange constellations in a 
Southern sky. What was he doing in this foreign land, so far from 
home?

He got into his car and drove off, analyzing his feelings.
He had a touch Of a familiar malaise. Vietfatigue was his name for 
it. Part boredom, part frustration at fighting an invisible enemy.



part weariness of the occasional danger. The war had changed temp
eratures, but the enemy v/as the same. Plus it had been three years 
since he had a real vacation, and his last meeting with Laura had 
been unsatisfying for both of them. It was time for a change.

He slammed on the brakes. A car v/as stopped in the middle 
of the road, no lights, hood up.

"Can I help you?" he said.
The explanation came in a feminine voice that faltered at 

the Spanish for...
"Are you American?" he said in English.
"Yes! Vihat luck! My fan belt came off. They stuck me with 

a lemon at the car-rental, but it's worked okay till now."
Orison pulled over. Blonde, strong good features, 23, and 

hands black with grease. Life became interesting again.
"I think if we can just snap it on again I can get back to 

my hotel all right," she was saying in a Midwestern accent.
"That belt is about shot. I doubt if it would last. I can 

give you a lift. Can we get the car off the road?"
"I'd hate to leave it here--"
"You don't have much choice."

"The Pacifica Hotel?" said Orison as they drove off. "That's 
not far from where I'm staying. My name's Dan Orison, by the v;ay."

"I'm Susan Meyer. I've had three years of Spanish, but somehow 
they never told us the v/ord for fan belt."

"Where?"
"Wisconsin State. That's where I'm from. I grew up in a 

little town you've never heard of--Augusta--but it's the friend
liest town there is. How about you?"

"I'm a big-city boy. New York. It's not so friendly, but it's 
my home. I'll be heading back there soon."

"What are you doing here?"
"I'm a salesman for Telescope Corporation. And I don't sell 

telescopes. We make scientific equipment for hospitals, laboratories, 
and schools."

"You've come to the right person. I'm going to be working with 
the schools here."

"Oh?"
"I'm helping to reorganize the school system. In some v/ays 

it's really primitive—no money allocated to education at all.
But that's all going to change. I was still in school when the news 
of the election came. I got my teaching degree and got on the first 
plane out here. They need a lot of trained people here--teachers, 
engineers, technicians. The pay's only half what I could get in the 
States, but we're helping the people here to build a new society."

"That sounds rather political."
"Why? Is there something wrong with that?"
"I try to avoid politics as much as possible. It's a dirty 

business."
"But somebody's got to get involved, Dan. If you don't the 

bosses and exploiters will take over and screw everybody. You can't



avoid it just because it's not pleasant or easy. I think what's 
happened in this country is the most hopeful sign in the world today. 
The people elected a Marxist as head of state by democratic means.
It gives the lie to the tired old propaganda that change could only 
come through violence and revolution."

"Well, it's worth hoping." They were at her hotel. "Have 
you eaten?"

She smiled. "Yes, thanks. And thanks for the ride."
"Perhaps I can take you to dinner sometime."
"Perhaps. So long."
Orison smiled. "Hasta la vista."

Monday.
The Army colonel squirmed in his civilian clothes. "You must 

patient, SerTor Orison. The General is not to be rushed. He does 
not like North Americans."

"That grieves me, but we are more concerned with whether he 
likes the President."

"The General's family have been here for many generations.
He does not like change, and he does not like university professors 
and guttersnipe-demagogues."

"I knew all this. But will he move?"
"He will move when he is certain the people are disenchanted 

with the President. But he must also be sure of your government,
Senor. He has seen how the United States treats its friends and allies 
You are eager to make friends with China, and permit North Korea to 
commit piracy with impunity. You want to know if you can trust us. 
Senior, but can v/e trust you?"

Can they? thought Orison. I myself don't know.
"War is unpopular at the moment. Our policy is to use other 

means. To give one example, the economy of this country is heavily 
dependent on exports of copper to the United States. I need not 
continue. But I am speaking now for the highest level of my govern
ment when I say that we will not permit a Communist state to be 
extablished here."

"The highest level of government?"
"The highest."
The colonel paused. "I will tell this to the General."

Tuesday.
"Well, Orison," said the Second Secretary, "what's this about?"
"Briefly, five men from the top level of the National Union 

Party hierarchy have been arrested on charges including conspiracy, 
espionage, bribery, collusion with enemies of the state, and anti
democratic activity. There's no have evidence, but this could set 
our timetable back by months. My contact thinks it was done on the 
instigation of somebody in the Ministry of Education. Apparently 
the people from this new Literacy and Social Education Department 
have been giving them trouble. He's pretty excited and wants us to 
do something about it."

The Second Secretary frowned. "I've been wondering about that 
department for some time. There's been a lot of sophisticated



propaganda coming from there: orthodox Marxism-Leninism. There's 
a guy in that section called Ramirez. He's very active."

"What's his background?"
"There's nothing knov.n on him past a couple of years ago.

It may be nothing, but see what you can find out about him."

Wednesday.
Orison keyed the recognition code of the day into the type

writer sized SATNET terminal.
REQUEST IDENTFIND SUBJECT DIEGO RAMIREZ. W DOLICHOCEPHALIC. 

HT 5'8", WT 180, AG 32, EY BROWN, HR BLOND, NS OBLATE, ER ORBICU- 
LATE. PHOTOS FOLLOW.

He fed the photographs he had taken that afternoon into the 
reproduction slot. The light and dark spots v/ere turned into elec
tronic signals that were bouncing off the D of D satellite on their 
way to the big building in Langley Va. He sat back to wait.
With so little data, the computer v/ould need time.

He loosened his tie and noticed he v,'as hungry. It had been 
a long day. Whoever Ramirez v.’as, he was certainly energetic.
The executive assistant to the flinister of Education, he had wide 
powers and v.-as using them to thoroughly 're-educate' all levels 
of society. With the hundreds of workers in his Literacy Corps, 
he could find out about the other groups as he had found out about 
the N.U.P.

The screen of the terminal lit up.
RE DIEGO RAMIREZ
BORN RODRIGO WESSIN 1942 LIMA
SORBONNE 1959-1 962 PARIS
RECRUITED CPF 1961
INTELLIGENCE SCHOOL FOR FOREIGNERS 1962-1964 LENINGRAD
WHEREABOUTS UNKJIOWN 1964-1967
INSTRUCTOR MEXICAN NATIONAL ACADEMY 1968-1970 MEXICO CITY
PRESENT WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN
SUBJECT IS AGENT OF K.G.B. OPERATING CLEAN. IF ENCOUNTERED 

REPORT AT ONCE
FURTHER DETAILS?
Orison keyed NO and notified Langley, No orders came. He 

shut down the terminal.
Damni An'assiStaht to a cabinet minister is pretty near 

inviolable. What could pry him loose? Perhaps blackmail—that 
N.U.P. contact might help to find some dirt on him if he kept his 
temper. Let the Second Secretary decide.

He drove to the Pacifica and met Susan Meyer as she was going 
In. "Hi. Doing anything tonight? How about that dinner?"

"I'd love to."

"Wonderful crab," she said an hour later. "Do you eat like 
this always?'-'

"Far from it. But I do get a generous travel allowance from 
Telescope Corporation."

"Still selling microscopes?"



“Yes. Can I put you down for an order of a thousand?"
"I'd like to say yes, but what the people really need is new 

textbooks and more teachers. It's not just ignorance we have to 
overcome, but the traditions and prejudices of the ruling class."

"Just what department are you in, Susan?"
"Literacy and Social Education. For the first time in my 

life I feel I'm doing something really worthwhile. And the people 
I'm working with are really dedicated, especially our chief. You 
may have heard of him—Diego Ramirez."

"Yes. I have heard of him. He's in politics, isn't he?"
"You keep harping on that. Maybe you can't see it, being part 

of a big corporation, but we're trying to liberate the people.
And a class struggle is alv/ays a political struggle. You can't 
be an ostrich, Dan. You've got to make a commitment."

"I understand, really I do, but I just don't trust politicians. 
They all become corrupt. Please don't take offense, but if I were 
you I wouldn't get mixed up in this business."

She said nothing.
"Look, I'm sorry. Forget I said anything. Would you like 

to dance?"
"Yes."
They danced and Orison held her warm body against his and tried 

not to think of Wessin or Karl Marx or the Second Secretary. Why 
can't w'e just be a pair of ostriches, he thought. If only for a 
v/hile.

He saw her up to her room and she said goodnight pleasantly 
but firmly. Ideological incompatibility? Hell.

Friday.
"Viva Christo Reyj Viva Christo Rey.'" The Catholic Alliance 

protestors marched aoV;n the li11er-strev/n street towards the govern
ment buildings, v;atched by dourly ambivalent police. Orison lit 
a cigarette. He was breaking his rule, but it had been a long night, 
trying to keep a jump ahead of the police. Langley would not be 
happy, but he couldn't prevent the N.U.P. man from doing something 
foolish.

Orison went to the Pacifica Hotel and met Susan Meyer just 
as she was coming out of her room.

"Oh hi Dan. Excuse me, but I'm going to be late for v/ork."
"Yes, you will be. Would you sit down for a minute?"
"No. I've got to get to worki"
"No, you don't. The police are there."
"What are you talking about?"
He led her back inside and closed the door. "A man from the 

National Union Party was searching through Ramirez's papers looking 
for evidence to expose him as a Communist agent. Ramirez shot him.
The police are looking for him now."

^'I don't believe iti This is impossible!"
"I'm afraid not. Ramirez is probably safe by now, but the police 

will want to question you. They don't bother about reading you 
your constitutional rights. They can keep you locked up indefinitely 
without charging you. There's a plane leaving for Houston in an



hour and a half. I suggest you start packing now. I'll see you 
to the airport."

She looked at him for a moment. "How do you know all this?"
"If you don't believe me you can call up your office and ask 

them."
She did; and hung up the phone mechanically. "How did you 

know this?"
"There's no time to talk. The police will be here soon."
"You're on their side, aren't you? You're C.I.A. You're 

backing those N.U.P. reactionaries. You think you can push people 
around whenever you want to."

"Don't be silly. I'm working for Telescope Corporation and 
I don't like to see fellow Americans getting in trouble in a place 
like this. I told you not to get mixed up in politics. This isn't 
like Wisconsin with Democrats and Republicans and people who more 
or less pUy by the rules. Out here they play dirty. People get 
hurt."

"What gives you the right to come here and tell other people 
how to run their country? The people here elected their President 
democratically--does that mean anything to you at all? You're 
going to set up a fascist dictatorship."

"I sincerely hope not. But what makes you sure you're not doing 
the same thing?"

"I suppose you're going to tell me Ramirez really is a Commun
ist agentj"

"He is an agent of the Soviet Union and he's not by any means 
the only one. He was working to make this country into a Soviet 
satellite. You can't create a new society just on fine ideas. There 
are political realities that can't be ignored."

"Oh, it's the idealists who cause all the trouble, I've heard 
that one before."

"I'm an idealist, too, I believe in democracy, but that doesn't 
change things. The President was elected democratically by a 
minority. So was Hitler, How much democracy is there in Russia 
today? It's not just a class struggle: it's a struggle for world 
domination, and if the other side wins, there v/on't be any more 
democracy anyv/here."

She looked him in the eyes and said quietly, "Do you really 
believe what you're doing is right?"

Orison took out a cigarette. "I don't know. But you can't 
be an ostrich, can you?"

, . , « ' I >*

—Thomas Stepnowski



the vxjmb, soft-filled 
v/ith insane reason, 
holds us unmoving; only 
floating, riding, carried 
till we drop,

we remain, fearful of
our exit and our reception
into life out there.
one lusts, yet despairs and
despises the virtuous dependence.

we stay; we grow,
till finally aware of our
self-containment, v/e leave.

perhaps babes still-born 
have dies of this same fright. James ——, dead by drowning

-Judy Kistler It was morning 
There was sun, and ice 
The brightness seemed 
to him like a fleeting 
moment, 
that of birth, 
that of suckling 
The smell of frozen 
water,
lacy films of ice, 
reminded him of infantile 
journeys, grov/th, 
September meadows 
As he fell it occured 
to him that he fell 
towards beauty 
alone now, and always 
passive
The cruelty of the moment 
that pushed him vanished 
as the ice cut his face, 
and led him to 
submerged lilies, 
the dormant mud, 
filtered sunlight, 
death.

-Steve Corneli
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Fear is a mixed metaphor

Fear,
The mad strangler,
Plunges its bony arms 
Through the rigid throat 
And past the darting eyes.
Grabs the icy brain.
And squeezes hard with iron claws.
The strangler gibbers 
Half-formed curses,

(Hissing
All the answers to
The pre-fab Jinx's question)

But does not allow the victim

(Alone in a room full of unstrung banjos, mute canaries,rabid minstrels,and 
several thousand loudly ticking clocks)

The victim

(As a distant dog barks, the furnace coughs, considers inhaling, and expires 
with a wheeze, spitting cindres on a coldstone floor)

The victim

(Listening to the timepieces whisper tck tck tck tck,No No No No,
NoNoNoNo, NoNoNoNo)

The victim

(Learning that his life is but a sepia dream)

To scream.

—Carol Highsaw



ITERATIVE PROOFS IN LOBACHEVSKI'S THEORY OF PARALLELS.

Lobachevski employs in his Theory of Parallels a type of proof 
not found in the early books of Euclid's Elements. Its character con
sists firstly of a’ fixed order of geometric construction applied 
repeatedly to a figure in a periodic fashion such that in successive 
applications the ratio of a given part or parts of the construction 
change with respect to the whole. Such is called a geometric proportion 
by Aristotle in Ethics 1131 b 15, "whole is to whole as part is to 
part." Secondly, a periodic ennumeration of a fixed order of reasoning 
leads to one or more inductive inferences. Because of the cyclic 
nature of such proofs we shall call them iterative proofs; the two 
characteristics of Iterative proofs then are respectively recursive 
construction and recursive induction.

We shall discuss two instances of iterative proofs in Lobachevski's 
hyperbolic geometry. Their essence is one or more finite difference 
equations called recursion relationships. These equations relate the 
state variables of any given iteration with those which immediately 
preceed them. Thus the recursion relation is a generating function 
from which a sequential series of operations originates. Moreover 
it is used to find the limit of certain quantities when the number 
of iterations increase without bound; it is a way to observe what goes 
on at infinity by making inferences about local properties. In the 
present paper, the relations will generate the series of logical and 
geometrical operations indigenous to certain Lobachevskian proofs.

The process of iteration is analogous to the operation of any ma
chine. A gasoline motor, for example, has a finite number of fixed 
operations--fuel injection/piston compression/spark/piston stroke/valve 
exhaust/fuel injection/....--which it performs in a cyclic manner, re
sulting in some work being done on the world(vide. Figure 1). Indeed 
the essential quality of any machine (except the ones that learn) is 
a recursion that iterates regularly and repeatedly, doing a small 
increment of work in each iteration. The gnomon of Greek mathamatics 
is also analogous to the recursion relations of iterative proof.

The theory of finite state machines allows one to design a kind 
of model of iterative proofs which elicit their structure more clearly 
than it appears in Lobachevski's original work. This model is virtu
ally a machine that does geometry in the same way a motor might move 
an automobile. The recursion relations of mathematical machines are 
called algorithms and there is a correspondence between this hard
ware and software in theory so that the two terms can be used inter
changeably for our purposes. A picture of the algorithm is thus a 
picture of the machine itself. This picture is formed by flow charting 
the recursion relations qua algorithms. The resultant construct bears 
a resemblance to a feedback control system with its various "black
boxes" and feed back loops.

That machines can carry out such proofs is not surprising since 
the logic of its program is isomorphic to the logic of a given proof.
The program can be arrived at by a group transformation which maps the 
theorem onto the program space of the machine. It is in this opera
tional spirit that the entire corpus of proofs in Russell & Whitehead's 
Principia Mathematica was generated recently in thirty minutes by a 
computer.



i.

Since machines—like the notorious monkey's paw--carry out 
instructions literally, a strict interpretation must be supplied to the 
design of an algorithm, leaving no logical steps ignored. Such a formu
lation is to be desired over Lobachevski's abbreviated manner of proof 
since one's confidence is directly proportional to the degree of self
evidence that any one step follows from the preceding one. Lobachevski's 
style is rather opaque in this regard and considering also the alien 
quality of hyperbolic geometry to our "common sense" (being Euclidean), 
one should remove all possible doubt from his logical operations to en
sure a maximum level of confidence. This will be done here with two of 
his theorems.

2.
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Theorem 19 proves that in a rectilineal triangle the sum of three 
angles can not be greater than two right angles. For clarity the recur
sive construction algorithm is given separately from the recursive in
duction. The construction algorithm (Figure 2) consists of two feed
back paths because, given any triangle, one does not have a priori 
knowledge as to which sector of the original angle at point x when di
vided is less than half. Such a sector is necessary because by 
Proposition X.l of Euclid's Elements the sector less than half the ori
ginal angle will be the angle which converges in the limit to zero as 
the number of iterations goes to infinity. Figure 3 shows the Euclidean 
properties of the recursive triangles between any iteration m and m+1.
The recursive induction is shown in Figure 4; there for simplicity j is 
assumed to be zero and iteration is over the indices k, 1, & m. The 
first two cases are given and from the third case at any later iteration, 
the recursion relations are derived in general. From these relations 
we can derive the remainder of the theorem, which goes like this:
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The next iterative proof we will examine. Theorem 23, assumes 
the foregoing result of Theorem 19, only 'a' is to be taken positive 
such that -a^O, which is obtained by extracting the -1 from it. Thus 
the sum of the angles of a triangle amount to fr -a, where 'a' is the 
defect.

Theorem 23 proves that for every given angle there is a line 
p such that n (p)=<x . In this proof, the recursive construction and 
induction algorithms are combined using the notations indicated in 
Figure 5. The total algorithm consists of one feedback path. The 
next figure (Figure 6) shows the status of the proof in the initial 
and final stages and at any iteration between the fwd. The loop 
is exited when the sum of the angles of A k AjBiis equal to or less 
than zero. The tacit assumption Lobachevski makes is that for a>f7^no 
triangle exists. In other words, a triangle with an angle sum which 
is negative is impossible. But this must be accepted as a postulate 
since it has not been proved or disproved.

While the previous theorem concentrated upon recursive induction, 
this other theorem relies on recursive construction. Recursive induc
tion is only used as a "flag"to tell the machine when it has reached 
a non-intersecting line, AjBj. If the interval AAi is taken small enough 
the difference between the first non-intersecting line FG and the line 
AjBj can be made negligibly small such that they will coincide. This 
can be proved as follows: Refer!ng to Figure 6, the line AAj 
increments in multiple lengths of AA-j per iteration such that AAj-AAj-l 
= (j-l)AA-] and the loop is exited when AAj_]^AGiAAj By the 
Postulate of Archimedes, there exists a k such that A6<k AAi=nk(AAi/n); 
thus as l^m^AAi/n) = 0, there will always be a j<nk such that AG=AAj. 
Thereforet'^if AAi is made small enough, the machine will stop at 
exactly FG and AjBj will coincide with it.

Robert F. Tortolini
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Solar Gem

A girl as striking as diamond 
With a many facet^ personality.
She holds herself completely above 
The many less lovely gems.

Yet she commands her sensuality;
Cold as ice, warm as fire,
I, too, have become a casualty 
Drav-n like a moth to a flame.

Some day I'll own that diamond.
Make a ring to fit my finger.
It will rival the brilliance of the sun. 
Be a soft as the rays of the moon.

-Scott Murray



BONE WEAVING AND MATRIARCHAL GRACE

Lawer's lady raised south, becoming 
Graceful surrounded by rose guarded 
Stone atop the farm's hooved current;
I write surrounded myself by desert,
Yearning with placid constancy for 
The contour of proud granite, bees 
Breaking from hover into sun, and spruce.
The source of my understanding that 
There are as many colors as thoughts.
Having learned to walk those hills 
My legs once ashes certainly will seek 
The deepest soil, my eyes affixed 
Will be stars tunnelling through 
The grazed and mumbling earth;
Even upon visitations previous 
To the final slow homecomings, even 
Then my flesh will believe the long grasses 
Dressing the fields shyly. I beseech 
The fields and grasses, ask that they 
Not call the bones before the bloom;
I do not deny them my soul's parallel 
In either lingering step, or utter song 
In ache for years beyond the oak,
A fever for longevity when the poems 
Are last plashing drops at a garden faucet 
And I am hesitant to put my face to stone.
From unclothed, to clothed, the bones unclothed 
Return then to the harbors of roots.
Ignoring shanks steaming, and seamstress thunder 
Plaiting foreign air; my jacket earth will keep me 
As tightly as the process of stone, I will 
Need no fine v/orkings of storm and fire 
For raiment. I write surrounded myself 
By desert, yearning for the proper 
Realization of ashes.

—Nigel Hinshelwood





Wave Plots in Space and Time

1

Two loves have brought me to a cold March shore 
An old of ocean and the other new:
Gray eyes paired on the breaking gray;
Lips as changeful as the sea.

Tell those who love you, when they look at you. 
To leave possession; for your face will shift 
With the banished Eve from smiling into grief.

Like sandpipers, up and dov/n with the v/ash,
I follow the wave-piay of your lips.

2

From the windowed house Atlantic dawn 
Renews, you flower-gowned beside me.
After thirty years to watch the dawn rose 
Spread petals on the waves. We have no better 
Models than the gods: ocean, sun 
Squander tides of unconditioned love.

For kind, who cares — and who cares not?

3

Grass stems mark the turn of day 
By the shadows' conjugate curves; 
Wave-concaves, toward noon, focus sun.
Small ones, down the beach, crack musket fire; 
The thunder of the great, lifted higher.
Thins to a whisper as the surf shoals in.

On the strand of now time's motion rides:
Wind in the grass over migrant dunes. 
Sand-ripples shadowed from the low sun.

The most ephemeral of all endures.



4

Motorbikes barrel the strand. Oil slicks; 
Surf brown; sludged foam. Washed no more 
In the limitless, illimitable blue.
To float a dream
Of lawns and houses down the Main line 
We slag world-ocean to a dying pool.
Good times end it sooner; give us good times.

To ride the love-surge of your youth 
I could almost pioneer another westward death.

The finite effluent takes the sky.
Change rounds on itself, the lift and the lean 
Crashing always to the shoreward spill. 
Restless as the molecular sliding fives 
By which (some say) the fluid state obtains.

We ride face backwards on the time train.
Hours and miles of distance clacking more. 
Every paired Bosch bubble turns to dream. 
Whether of earth or woman.

Cry the other
Sea: spermatic tongues of flame; wider 
Than the lost, more changeable -- unchanged.

Charles G. Bell

Determined Cognizance

Wishing a presence time and space away,
I trace deserted streets toward fading day;
One, far off, appears; I call the name.
Start forward to a likeness which is dream.

Three hundred years of seeing still rehearse 
The Cartesian axioms of the universe.

An arbor on a hill behind a house,
A cesspool under, winter odorous;
Remembering vintages I dwell on shapes 
Of frost-brown vines: what I small is grapes.

How often with others have you closed your eyes. 
Felt their being in you, and known it mine?

Charles G. Bell



Elegy on the Death of an Old Man, My Grandfather

i

I. The fires reached out to him from youth to age.
A boy, he watched San Francisco burning 
across the Bay, orange against the black of night 
and smoke—how fine the colors werel And once 
he almost took the fires in his embrace: 
across the sky on wood and canvas wings 
he fluttered mothlike toward a burning Europe, 
where comrades of his youth, above the flames, 
were fired and fell in cinders to the ground.
Luck saved him then; the holocaust was done 
when he was just prepared to cross the sea.
When the Pacific burned, when peace was in 
the sleep of bloated corpses on its waves, 
he'd turned his back on fire and set to work 
crafting a life, an object carved and joined 
from wife and child and daily drudgery; 
the glow of war v;as hot upon it then.
He feared, he prayed, he worked persistently, 
holding a quiet fragile craftsmanship 
as hope before the threat of history's hell.
(There his work is—strong 
wood of winding graini)

II. The shad are swarming up the Sacramento; 
a crowd of fisherman is taking them, 
and will in years to come. The willow trees 
are massing leaves in still another spring 
upon the banks. In their ancestral armor, 
an heirloom from the years beyond their own, 
the sturgeon mindlessly patrol the bottom.
A grasshopper alights upon the water
and is swallowed by a rising bass;
this scene repeats itself mechanically
in varying locations. Rings from where
the surface breaks are broken and dispelled
downstream to the Carquinez Straits, where tide
meets river, breaking and dispelling it
into the sea. Above the straits he stood,
a boy, unbroken yet, his thought proceeding
up and down the river, finding there a
faceless, strong, idyllic terror. He fought against
this fear by cutting the imprint of himself
into his life, his hopeful handicraft.
(look, his carving fits 
grain and him alike!)

III. In his last years the world was no concern; 
his work was nearly done, its structure sure.
There was no time for new conceptions, new 
building, or even new embellishment.



The limits of his action were squeezed smaller
in the grip of age; he moved within
the bounds of just one town, then just one street.
He had no need of broader motions, though,
for now his care was in the polishing
of work already wrought. His back was bent;
he stooped, perhaps, attending to detail,
and to allow his brittle, weakened arms
more strength in rubbing to reveal the grain.
With motions scarcely varying from day
to day he patiently and steadily
achieved a fine veneer that shone with light.
He smiled upon the object of his craft 
and in it saw his smile returned to him, 
from wife, from child, from all his progeny 
—a joy whose luster grew until his death.
(I see my face reflected in his finished work; 
the grain amends reflection, and the face is his.)
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The Assimilation

The ocean lapped greedily at the edge of the city. The gentle 
slap-slap of the water blended into the silence. The lonely cry of a 
distant bird echoed faintly. Birds did not nest near the city. Noth
ing moved; even the insects avoided this place. The only sign of life 
was the abundance of a huge, fleshy plant of an unhealthy, transparent 
green. The pale vines grew everyv/here. Their ropy fingers clung to 
lumps of rusted metal that pointed towards the sky at unexpected angles. 
Huge, misshapen chunks of concrete were strewn throughout the city at 
regular intervals. Here and there, remnants of buildings v/ere recog
nizable, none more than four levels high, all without roofs, doors, or 
window panes.

A whirring sound broke the silence. The sound gradually became 
louder as a small flitter approached the city from the southern sky.
The flitter glided toward the center of the city on a cushion of air, 
glistening metallically in the sunlight. It paused and hung in the air 
as if from an invisible string. Abruptly, it descended vertically and 
landed on a square of cracked pavement. A door slid back and a man^ 
appeared on the threshold. He wore a simple spacer's coverall on his 
tall, thin body. But this was no starship crev/man, for he wore a util
ity belt of prewar design. Prewar relics were becoming increasingly 
difficult to find and only the very rich ov/ned them.

Just then, the man raised his wrist to his lips and spoke into 
his communicator.

"Alx here. I will return to the ship before nightfall. Have^ 
Navigation prepare a Primary One flight pattern." He spoke in a quiet 
voice, but with the manner of one who is used to being obeyed.

Alx stepped out of the flitter and surveyed his surroundings. He 
held his head high. His eyes, very close together, stared unblinking- 
ly out of his triangular face. A long, narrow nose and wide, thin
lipped mouth completed his rather ordinary face.

This was Alx's last day on Earth. In a fev/ hours he would leave 
this dead world of unanswered questions.

Alx's father had used all his influence as Secretary of Inter-



planetary Affairs, F. M. W. II, to get the money for this archeo
logical expedition, Alx knew this expedition would never have made it 
to Earth without Father's help. Alx had been so sure that this expe
dition, his expedition, would solve the mystery of the Last War. He 
thought, with some bitterness, of all the recommendations he had re
ceived for the post of head archeologist on this trip. The youngest 
man ever assigned for this job, he reminded himself with some pride.
And yet, he had found nothing to prove, without question, the cause 
of the Last War, True, they had found that wall painting that Alx 
secretly called "Punishment of the Enemy", But the painting, despite 
Alx's own theory, only created more unanswered questions.

Alx leaned against the side of the flitter and turned his thoughts 
to the expedition's one discovery.

They had decided to excavate a large, rectangular building loca
ted on the northern edge of the city. The building had no roof and the 
door and window frames were all very long and narrow. After the rub
ble and decayed plants had been cleared away, the building seemed as 
empty as all the others. The workers had gathered into groups, mut
tering their disappointment. But Alx hadn't given up. This was the 
twelfth group to come to Earth in twenty-five years. The preceding ex
peditions had found next to nothing, Alx knew that so far his expedition 
had followed the standard procedures as every other expedition had done. 
He had decided on the trip out here that he must try something different, 
some new way of digging up facts.

After studying the reports made by his predecessors, he came 
to a surprising conclusion. The various groups had tried many differ
ent approaches and techniques in their search. But each had overlooked 
an obvious fact. All the buildings on Earth had been exposed to radia
tion and natural decay from the ground up. From the ground up. It was 
so obvious a solution that it had been overlooked, Alx had decided then 
to use this building to see if his idea was any good.

He had ordered closer examination of the floor. The workers had 
given up any hope of success and had complied with visible reluctance.
The discovery of a lower level was greeted with loud cheering and a 
renewal of enthusiasm.

Alx could still smell the stale, musty air of the lower level. 
Closing his eyes, he could see the beams of light moving through the 
shadows. He could hear the excited whispers of the others as they 
speculated on their find. The room had a thick layer of undisturbed 
dust. Clumps of rotting wood were scattered across the room. At one 
end of the room a stone table stood weakly, crumbling with age. And 
then his first glimpse of the picture as the circles of light from the 
probing lamps found it. The entire wall behind the table had been 
painted as a mural. The paint was of an inorganic substance that still 
showed colors after more than three hundred years.

The picture was a scene that could only be a terrible punish
ment. People stood around the victim of punishment in various positions. 
Some were kneeling, or standing with arms stretched above them, others 
were bent over crying. The victim was at the center of the crowd, Tm)



large beams of what appeared to be wood were joined to form the shape 
of a 'T'. The victim's feet were at eye level of the people in the 
picture. The victim was held onto the beams in a most unpleasant manner. 
Finger-thick needles of metal pierced the victim's palms and feet and 
the wood beneath then. Blood dripped from around the needles. The face 
of the person was lined with sorrov/ and pain. The eyes in the face 
regarded the people below with an expression, which in a Man, would have 
been pity. But the victim in the picture, who appeared to be male, and 
the people around him, v/ere not human. Their skin was strangely tinted 
v/ith pale brown. The eyes were unnaturally far apart in their nearly 
round faces. The most obvious difference was the extra finger and toe 
on each hand and foot.

After loo1<ing at the mural Alx realized that the scene was faintly 
reminiscent of a story that he had once read in an ancient, prewar book.
It described the death of a desert prophet. But the prophet had clearly 
been human, so the resemblance was no more than a puzzling coincidence.

Since the discovery of the painting, the workers and the govern
mental historian raised many questions, all still unansv/ered. Who had 
painted this horrible picture of torture? Was it a warning of some kind? 
Or a testimonial? What had the male done to deserve such punishment?
Was he a traitor? The people around him did not seem angry at him. Per
haps he had rebelled against mankind. That seemed most likely to Alx.
One of the most important questions was about the identity of the "people" 
In the picture. Were they members of the alien race that supposedly 
had caused the Last War? And if so, than why was it here on Earth?

The main purpose of this expedition v/as to uncover the mystery 
of the Last War. Alx smiled ruefully and slid down into a sitting 
position against the flitter. All his group had uncovered was more 
mysteries. Alx knew his father would be disappointed in him. If only 
there was an ansv/erl Some little clue he had overlooked. Something so 
obvious he couldn't see it. What could it be?

Determinedly he went over in his mind all that was known about 
the Last War.

Earth was once the capital planet of the Federated Milky Way,
The prosperity and peace of the galaxy was represented in Earth, Earth, 
the queen mother of the galaxy, ruled the planets as a Commonwealth.
As soon as each colonized planet became self-sufficient it was allowed 
full membership in the Federated M. W. Han had spread across the stars 
in this manner to the edge of the galaxy. Then, over four hundred years 
ago, the Last War began. For no apparent reason, war swept through the 
galaxy nearly destroying Mankind. The slow struggle for survival and 
the regaining of all the forgotten knowledge took nearly two hundred 
years. And that was all that was known, as fact, about the Last War,

Of course, there were many legends concerning the mad violence 
of that war. The most widely knov;n story was the most incredulous.
Alx could see the connection between the "Alien Race Legend" and the 
painting they had discovered. This story told of an alien race that 
inhabited the neighboring galaxy—a very stubborn race that refused to 
join the Federated M. W.' They had a metabolism very similar to Man's 
and were also searching for Earth-type planets for colonization. This



similar goal led to war between the two races. The ultranuclear 
forces they unleashed had destroyed v-tiole planets. Transportation 
and conmunications between solar systems was lost. Confusion and 
terror reigned for over one hundred years. But since no trace of this 
alien race existed today, most historians refused to consider the theory.

With this story in mind, Alx's desire for a solution had over
come his common sense. He had suggested to the governmental historian 
that the people in the painting could be members of the alien race, 
and that this painting could be proof of the existence of the ancient 
enemy. Perhaps the victim was a leader of the enemy. He could have 
been left where his people could see him as a warning.

Old Jonn had quickly destroyed Alx's theory with gleeful malice. 
(Oonn had resented Alx being assigned director of this expedition.)
Oonn had pointed out that no Man could inflict such inhuman pain on ■ 
another living creature. That Alx had stupidly overlooked in his en
thusiasm. But Oonn had not stopped there. He had 
Earth would hardly be the place to leave reminders to 
If men had wanted to warn aliens of terrible punishm.ents, they would 
hav^onrit at the edge of the Milky Way, or on the aliens' home world. 
Alx still felt angry with himself when he thought of his foolish theory. 
If only there was'even the sm.allest trace of an alien race. It v.ould 
make everythino so easy! His theory would be examined and 
perhaps named after him. Father would be proud of his son who went into 
Lcheology instead of politics. Alx vxiuld probably receive a govern
mental post. He would be able to settle down and get But he
wouldn't retreat behind his desk and only give orders. Oh, no. He 
would still go on an occasional expedition.

Alx shook his head and smiled at his daydreaming. His theory 
had no proof. This expedition was a failure. The Last War still 
remained a mystery.- And Alx would still be financially dependent on
his father.

Alx shook his head again and stood up. He looked a last look 
at the remains of Mankind's lost glory. The dead ^PT^^ed
him. It reminded him of his father, like black reminded one of *hite. 
When Alx returned home, he knew Father would be waiting to try to per
suade him to go into politics like the rest of the family. Alx s 
failure vjould give Father another reason to insist that Alx 
archeology. But Alx was now more determined than ever to solve the four
hundred year-old mystery.

Alx squared his shoulders and walked stiffly into the flitter.
The determined, stiff-lipped expression on his face 
one of frustrated anger when the flitter door refused to close. Alx 
gave a muffled oath and pulled on the foor with his hands. The stub
born door closed with a series of slow jerks.

The last of Alx to be seen was his hand closed around the edge 
of the flitter door. The thin, strong hand was an ordinary hand. One 
silver band ornamented his first finger. The other t^ 
thum.b had no jewelry. When the foor was only open a few centimeters 
the fingers disappeared inside. A few seconds later the Jamming of the 
motor began and the flitter rose into the air. It retreated to the 
north, leaving the silent city uninhabited once more.

—Kathie Goff



Dream Dedication

Muscles' flexing to remove the feel 
of formless floating might recall the dream 
when dancers drifted; their angles slowly shifted 
across the low-lit, flower-petal led stage.

I was wishing as I watched their play 
to kiss the skirt-hem feather dov/n to sate 
my hearty appetite; I dearly might 
indulge my deep desire to act my Fool.

She had led the phantom stepping troupe— 
she who gently shook my shoulder, newly 
calling me to wake; 'tis for her sake 
this irriage long alive in words will keep.

EQUINOX SHEARING

The ghost of Winter lingers sadly on 
if on his dying day he is not mourned; 
this ancient rite cannot be wisely scorned; 
with Winter left unwept, wakes not our sun.
Unburied Elpenor's black shade required 
a funeral be held to be set free.
Great fear of Winter's tarry motivated me; 
in mourning was I shorn, my long hair fired.
Now soon shall Springtime's warmth replace the cold, 
creating heat of passion deep in hearts 
which sensitive remain to Cupid's darts, 
that all forget their unkind ways of old.
Long moons of chill may dull innate desire, 
but Spring doth kindle Love's ecstatic fire.

Michael Sloper



First Sight

On seeing the breadth of the beach sand,
the roll of the breaking waves
with white bodied dancers
astride the current flow,
and hearing delicious moans from afar
of sighing wind and pulsing tide
as gulls accentuate the beat
by singing rhythmically,
a scent of fresh rebirth
combines in salted air
with that of watery womb
seducing one to taste.
Glide soft across the strand
on unshod, feeling feet
til moisture takes away the burn.
Immerse a pensive hand deep inside 
to raise to virgin lips the soft 
cool liquor one might come to savour. 
Roll the tongue to and through 
the full chilled ancient fluid.
This is the primal kiss.

Paracelsus

Great student of artistic allchemy, 
thou visionary groom of Vulcan's shows: 
the ancient wisdom of the planet grows 
in finding gold transmuted mercury.
The purity of metals teaches thee, 
who arcane insight of the spirit knows, 
that better mint of psyche also flows 
from studying the art of chymistry.
"Destruction can perfect that which is good."
This holds as well for clarity of thought: 
the quest for wisdom often comes to naught 
for those who search as Masters claim they should 
"Obscurum per obscurius"--*tis true, 
the straight and easy way is found by few.

—Michael Sloper



The following Is a translation of one section of Madame du Chatelet's 
analytic commentary on Newton's Principia« This commentary appeared as 
a supplement to her 1760 translation of the Principia into French. The 
present section constitutes a generalization of Section XIVi Book 1.

Section III: Explanation of the Refraction of Light, 
relying on the principle of attraction

I. The effects which bodies exert on one another by their attraction 
are sensible only when they are not absorbed by that of the earth, and 
it is apparent that this mutual attraction of bodies is perceived only 
when they are nearly contiguous, and that in that case it acts in a ra
tio of more than triple the distances. Now because bodies act on light 
in a sensible manner, it is certain that if attraction is the cause of 
[this action], [attraction] ought to follow this ratio.

The advantage of the principle of attraction is that it requires 
no assumption; it only requires knowledge of the phenomena. And the 
more exact are the observations and the experiments, the easier it is 
to apply the principle of attraction to their explanation.

II. It is well known that light is diverted from its course in travel
ing obliquely between media of different density. Snell, and after him 
Descartes, have found by experiment that the sine of incidence and that 
of refraction are always in a constant ratio.

Newton uses the fourteenth and last section of Book I, Principia, 
to make clear the reason for which these sines ought to be in a con
stant ratio, and he has proved that this ratio depends on the principle 
of attraction.

Clairaut has clarified and demonstrated this theory of Newton in 
a memoir presented in the Academie in 1739, a memoir of which I will 
speak hereafter.

III. Every ray of light which penetrates obliquely into any medium what 
ever is in the state of a moving body urged at the same time by two 
forces, and it is as bodies that it is necessary to consider light rays 
in order to apply to their effects the principles of mechanics.

Descartes and Fermat would consider light as a body of sensible 
size, on which the media act on the same way as they appear to do on 
other bodies: and finding that the media which light traverses v«uld



cause certain effects contrary to those which ought to result from the 
principles of mechanics, they would Imagine a separate hypothesis for 
each result In order to reconcile In this case the laws of mechanics, 
which we cannot doubt, and the physical effects, which are almost as 
certain.

IV. It Is well known that the denser the media, the more they resist 
bodies which tend to separate their parts in penetrating them. Now in 
this case the angle of refraction is greater than the angle of incidence 
because, the vertical velocity of the body being diminished by the re
sistance of the medium, the horizontal velocity exerts more influence in 
the direction of the diagonal which the body traverses in obeying these 
two forces, into which its nravement is decomposed.

It is by this principle that when the resistance of the medium is 
invincible, the body, instead of penetrating it, returns on its course 
by virtue of its elasticity. We could give such a proportion between 
this resistance and the vertical velocity of the body that this body 
would lose all its vertical movement and would slide on the surface of 
the medium, if it were without resistance, and the surface were a per
fectly polished plane.

V. Now it happens just the opposite with the rays of light: the dens
er the medium which they traverse, the more the sine of incidence sur
passes that of refraction. Therefore, the vertical velocity of the rays 
is augmented in this case, and so it happens to them just the opposite 
of what the laws of mechanics would seem to indicate.

Descartes, in order to reconcile them with the experience which he 
could not ignore, supposed that the denser were the media, the more they 
opened an easy passage to light. But this was to give to this phenome
non a reason more likely to put it in doubt than to explain it.

VI. Fermat, finding the physical explanation of Descartes impossible to 
admit, preferred to have recourse to metaphysics and to final causes.
He then defended himself by saying that it was appropriate to the wisdom 
of the Author of nature to make light go from one point to another by 
the path of the least time, since it does not go by the shortest path, 
which would be the straight line. With this principle admitted, it fol
lowed that the sines of incidence and of refraction were between them
selves as the facilities of the media to be penetrated.

VII. It is easy to see how attraction provides the resolution of this 
difficulty. For this principle shov/s that the progressive motion of 
light is not only less retarded in the medium of greater density, as 
Descartes would have it, but that it is really accelerated, and this 
[acceleration occurs} by the attraction of the denser medium when [light} 
penetrates it.

It is not only when the ray has reached the refractive medium at 
the pointof incidence that the latter acts on it; the incurvation of the 
ray begins a little before, and it is augmented proportionally as it ap
proaches the refracting medium, and is augmented even in the interior of 
this medium as far as a certain depth.



Attraction accounts for all that happens to light in this passage 
from one medium to another: for the ray augments its vertical velocity 
in the denser medium which it passes through until it has arrived at 
the point where the parts of the body above and below it act equally 
on it. Then it continues its path with the velocity acquired until, 
just before the ray emerges from the medium, the parts of the medium 
above the ray attract it more forcefully than do the parts below it.
The vertical velocity of the ray is thereby diminished, and the curve 
which it describes at its emergence is perfectly equal and similar to 
that which it described at its incidence (it being assumed that the 
surfaces which bound the refracting medium are parallel): and this curve 
is in a position exactly opposite to the first one it described. The 
ray finally passes by degrees of retardation which are in the same ratio 
and the same order, inverted, as the degrees of acceleration which it 
had at its incidence.

VIII. The illustrious Newton, who was as superior in the art of making 
experiments as in that of using them, found in examining the deviation 
of the ray in different media, that the attraction exerted on the par
ticles of light is in proportion to the density of these media, if one 
excepts those which are oily or sulphurous.

Since the different density of these media is the cause of the re
fraction of light, the more homogeneous bodies are, the more trans
parent they are; and the more heterogeneous are the less transparent.
For light in traversing the more heterogeneous bodies, being perpet
ually diverted in different directions in their interiors, returns all 
the fewer rays toward our eyes. It is this which explains the fact that 
in a serene sky, the stars may be so well distinguished; on the other 
hand, when the air is charged with vapors, their rays cannot reach us.

IX. We deduce also from the principle of attraction the cause by which 
refraction is changed to reflection at a certain obliquity of incidence, 
when the ray goes from a more to a less dense medium. For in the pas
sage of the ray from a medium which is more to one that is less dense, 
the curve which it describes is inflected toward the denser medium from 
which it emerges. Now the proportion between its obliquity and the 
force which recalls it toward the body can be such as occurs at a line 
parallel to the surface of the medium from which the ray emerges, the . 
line lying within the limits within which the attraction of the body 
acts on the departing ray, and we see that in that case it ought to re
turn toward the refracting medium whence it departed, by describing a 
branch of the curve equal and similar to that which it had described
in departing, and [it ought] to return, consequently, after having 
re-entered the mediun, to the same inclination as it had before departing 
from it.

X. ’The action of the media [which light traverses] can give to the rays 
the obliquity which prevents them from being reflected. And since the 
more the contiguous media differ in density, the less obliquity of in
cidence is required in order that reflection begin; the case where the



rays will be reflected at the smallest obliquity of incidence will be 
that where the space contiguous to the refracting mediun will be void 
of air, and where that void is the most perfect. This is also what 
happens in the pneumatic machine, in which the more the void is increased 
the more promptly is the ray reflected from a prism which has been placed 
there.

Refraction is therefore changed into reflection at different inci
dences according to the density of the different media. Diamond, which 
is the most brilliant body that we know, effects a total reflection 
when the angle of incidence is only 30®, and it is according to this 
angle that jewelers cut their diamonds in order to lose the smallest 
possible quantity of light which they receive.

It can be easily understood that when the ray passes from a rarer 
to a denser medium, refraction can never be changed into reflection 
whatever be the obliquity of incidence. For when light is just about 
to leave the less dense medium, the other which is contiguous with it 
begins to act on the light ray and increases its vertical velocity.
Thus it can never be forced into reflection, because its velocity is, 
contrary to what would be required, perpetually increased.

M. Clairaut has compassed the whole theory of regraction in one 
single problem. Because I believe it impossible to add to the elegance 
and clarity of his demonstration, I will content myself with giving it 
here.

XI. Problem

A corpuscle of light departing from point A with the known velocity 
of light and in a given direction, we suppose that it is attracted 
toward a surface R by a force which acts as some function of the dis
tance to this surface, and we require the curve which it describes in 
this motion.

S^pose the body arrives M, and having 
drawn ^ perpendicular to SP, let the 
equations MQ=x, R =y be given, and let the , 
function of x which expresses the force which 
acts at the point M be called X.

Also let/Tm be the little line traversed __
by the body in virtue of the force which carries • ’*
it toward R during the little time dt which the impulsive force 
required to traverse Mm.

If the [segments such as] ^ or the [segments] dy which are pro
portional to the time are assumed constant, we will have m=crx, which 
gives X(dt)^= -d^x; for the small vectors are as the forces multiplied 
by the squares of the time. I affix the negative sign to d^x because 
the nature of the curve is to be concave toward its axis.



Multiplying this equation^by dx in order to intergrate, we willhave X(dt?-Cdi)='Cd"'A)Cdjc) ; -Z%CdwiA>2Cd^X)Cd>0.
whose integral is aCdO^-^W'tf Xdx — (ox)'^ • (adt is a 
constant which it is necessary to adq in the integration.) Now in 
order to remove the (dt) from this equation, I assume that the body 
describing the trajectory in question has for its initial velocity, 
that is to say that [velocity] with which it is carried when it begins 
to feel the force X, the velocity f, and that the inclination which 
it has at the place A, whence we assume it departing, be as the sine of 
the angle aAP, or n. We will then have dy/nf = dt, since dy/n will 
be under this assumption, the first little side of the trajectory, and 
since the distance divided by the velocity gives the time. This done 
the equation aCdty-iQty/ U% -- (Ay.?-
will be changed into

(adyVnKO - C2dy%"f "Iz.
where Z is taken to represent the integral of Xdx.

From this equation we derive
(dyT =

therefore.

and Cdyy - _____!___
<dxy 4 (.iyy- I -f - ZZj/fjifx

We will then determine the constant a by this condition, namely that 
the sine of the an^le MOr becomes that of the angle aAP, which is to 
say n, when x or MQ is the distance assumed equal to b, from which 
distance we assume the body to depart.

We have by this method

Tf-- - iB/rf-fO ;
consequently,

a = J___ I .

The value of the constant a/n'f"^ being substituted into the equation

dy t= dx~ )



which we will be able to construct as soon as we know X or the 
function of x, which is to say the lav/ of the force toward the surface

we will have for the equation of the desired trajectory

XII. Corollary

Thp gpnpral value of the sine of the angle MOr, which is 
dx/'v/(dxp" - (dyr , becomes bv the samp ^iih<;tit.iitinn of the value 
a in its place, the quantity n/4/ 1 + -zx/pa ^ and if we com
pare the sine of any angle whatever, MOr, with that of the nagle aAP, 
which is n, we will see that their ratio is expressed by that of 1 to

; now as this ratio does not at all contain the letter
n, which marked the inclination of the particle in departing, it fol
lows that whatever this inclination be, provided that the velocity at 
the point of departure be the same, the angle which these trajectories 
make v/ith the perpendicular to the refracting surface have sines which 
are in a constant ratio to the same distance from this surface.

XIII. Scholium

In the case of light, the angle aAP represents the angle of 
incidence, and the angle MOr becomes the angle of refraction when the 
point 0 becomes the point H, where the power which inflects the ray 
ceases to act: and since, by what we have found by the calculus, the
sine of MOr is in a constant ratio to that of aAP, whatever be the
distance Or, provided that it be the same for the different projectiles 
which we compare, this ratio will be constant in comparing the angle 
aAP, where the refractive force begins to act, with the angle hHL, 
where it no longer has any effect, which is to say, in comparing the 
angle of incidence with the angle of refraction.

XIV. We may very easily derive from the preceding Problem the equation 
of the curve which the ray of light describes, assum.ing that the at
traction of the parts of the refracting medium act according to some 
power N of the distance. For reconsidering the general equation

<iy = " \

which expresses all the curves of this nature, if we wish to apply 
this general solution to the case where the force X is the result of 
all the attractions of a body in which all the particles attract as 
the power N of distance, we will only have to substitute for x the 
quantityC)» which we have found for the attraction 
this body (cf. Article 35 of Section 2) under the supposition that 
N = -3 - n: and then Z or J dx will be: *



and consequently^

cb y/r'C^fr»)C’r\X •

Thus the preceding equation of the desired curve will be:

—Phil Chandler



REFLECTION

Smoke-still 
in the night

she is awakened from the life of sleep

her eyes open to the fuse and break of shadows 
silent leaf shapes

the wind swaying trees.

All summer there have been shadov/s 
invading her room

Oh yes. And the wind.

Shadows cast from the high light of a streetlamp 
still ghosts. . .

Reflections of a night lantern on your wall 
Your aunt's glowing comfort:
Come in from the sifting branches.
Come in out of the dark.
The deceiving fall wind
Coming under the cloak of summer night.

Then it is time to lie quiet 
let no breath escape 

And while everyone lies dreaming 
The seasons change.
You see the turn (like cadenced sentrys) 
You have glimpsed it.
The shadows stir, instantly moving. . .

She lies awake, in the night, 
hearing the coming and passing

Watching the spinning leaves

Rimed, on the v/all; 
Remembers.

B. A. Kiefer




